THE  COUNTRY AND  ITS  POPULATION
between them, national unity could not be the outcome of any
natural community of either origin, custom, or language. The
population as a whole never possessed either a common law or a
common speech, and to speak of a Trench race' argues a total
ignorance of anthropology. France, then, has never possessed
either ethnographical or linguistic frontiers: her frontiers have been
merely geographical or political and have been formed only very
slowly and by a series of accidents. In those very parts in which
France appeared to be separated from neighbouring countries by
natural barriers - from Italy by the Alps, from Spain by the
Pyrenees, from England by the Channel - the neighbouring popula-
tion or state has overflowed these natural frontiers - the Spaniards
in Navarre and Roussillon, the Italian State from Piedmont to the
Rhone, the Britons from Great Britain in Arrnorica. To the north-
east, where there are no geographical boundaries, France has
never possessed any frontier but an artificial and shifting one,
which the governments on either side of it have always been
endeavouring to change. Her frontier is the outcome of ten
centuries of war and negotiations and has varied incessantly during
these ten centuries. The theory of 'natural frontiers9 ~ the Alps,
the Pyrenees, and the Rhine - based on Caesar's definition of
Gaul, was advanced in the seventeenth century only to justify
a policy of aggrandizement.
The position of France, in contact with the most powerful nations
of western Europe, necessarily imposed upon her governments a
foreign policy full of responsibilities and dangers. The terms on
which she was fated to live with her neighbours involved cither
rivalry with other powers or struggles for the possession of the
frontier territories. At a time when all conflicts or rivalries were
settled by war, she was bound to live in a state of perpetual war-
fare. Alternately or in succession she had to wage war on four
frontiers, against Italy, Spain, Great Britain, Germany, and the
Netherlands. Of all European countries, France has had the
greatest variety of enemies and has carried on the greatest number
of wars.
But war not only dominated her foreign policy: it also decided
the destiny of her people and the formation of the State, The
structure of society and the form of government were imposed
upon the country by invasion and conquest, by the predominance
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